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Summary

This report deals with the development of high voltage high power transistors

and darlingtons.

It discusses first the main applications of such devices where switching and

power considerations lead to demands on high voltage transistors.

Chapter 3 describes the reasons for a high resistive region in the collector and

gives constructional details. For low and medium currents the classical

equations are satisfying. At low currents the usual hFE curve gets a slope of ~

and the "K 1 factor" is shown to be current dependent. At medium currents the

relation hFED = GE/Ga is derived; recombination in the base can be neglected in

practical devices. At high currents, due to the Kirk effect, an extra hole

current causes a hFE fall off for collector currents greater than the "knee

current", I kn . The value of this knee current depends upon the applied VCE and

the properties of the high resistive region. Some approximations have been found

to describe the dependency between I kn and VCE' At low values of VeE "deep hole

storage" takes place that causes high switching times.

In chapter 4 it is pointed out that a darlington, intended for switching

applications, needs a "speed-up diode". Switching has been simulated qualitativ

ely using Philpac. The need of a speed-up diode causes in a practical monolytical

darlington a "trensistor parasite" or a "thyristor parasite".

A model to genera te the hFE curve of a monolytical darlington, wherein the

approximations of chapter 3 have been used, is presented. The results show that

a driver that is toolittle causes a low hFE of the complete darlington and a

great current density in the driver. If the driver is too big a lowering of the

"saturation current", Iesat' where the hFE falls very steep, is the result, due

to an increase of the base-emitter voltage of the output transistor that is

causes by current crowding and by the emitter metallisation resistance.

Dptimizing mask lay-out is shown to be very important.
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1. Introduction

As a student of the Eindhoven University of Technology I have had the pleasure

of doing my final year of study at the Philips Discrete Semiconductor

laboratories at Nijmegen. I was engaged in the development of high voltage,

high power darlingtons.

Up to the moment when I joined Philips, semiconductor physics had never been

the subject of investigation for me and I was surprised by the greatness of this

aera of electrical engineering.

I was also surprised by the manner in which power semi conductors were developed.

The technologists who determined diffusion process and developed masks, lay out

and dimensions of high voltage transistors, hardly knew what was happening

inside such devices. On the other hand, the evaluation of the devices,

electrical and applicative, took place without much knowledge of the inside of

the transistors and how they were made.

It can be said that there was an area between technology and evaluation that

was not filled. This area of physical electronics forms a necessary

communication channel between the two.

This report is intended to fill the gap and, based on well-known textbooks on

physical electronics, it gives a description of present development of high

voltage, high pOwer transistors and darlingtons.
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2. Applications of high voltage switches

8efore discussing in detail the development of high voltage, high power

transistors and darlingtons it is very useful to take a closer look at the

applications of these kind of the devices.

There are two main areas in which high voltage switches are essential, the first

is switch mode power supply (SMPS), and the second is the horizontal deflection

circuit in television receivers.

2.1 Switched mode power supply

Switched mode power supplies are essentially power supplies that convert a

d.c. input voltage to a d.c. output voltage by switching the input voltage

on or off. Switching rates vary from a few kHz to about SOkHz while trends

even go to a few hundred kHz.

The high switching rate allow the use of transformers in the power supply

that are small compared to the usual SO-60Hz types, while furthermore the

total efficiency can be considerably higher.

High voltage transistors are primarily found in mains fed power supplies

(see fig. 2.1). The mains voltage is rectified and smoothed and the switched

d.c. voltage is applied to a transformer. The secondary of this transformer

is rectified and smoothed and is the output voltage of the power supply.

1 4t-
aa.l'- .~"t

~Ililll
::::

\10'-

f

Fig. 2.1 Mains fed SMPS

There are three basic types of switch mode power supplies: the flyback con

verter, the forward converter and the push-pull converter. Jansson has

analysed these and derived types (1), so that we can restrict ourselves here

to a short review. Stabilization circuits are not considered.
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2.1.1 I~~_f!y~~~~_~g~~~~~~~

A diagram of the flyback converter and its associated waveforms is

shown in fig. 2.2.

t
tVi

'1(5
Vi

o p.-__..J
T

Fig. 2.2 The flyback converter

( 1 )

The transistor T is switched on and off in a period time T; the on
r

time is oT; the off-time is (1-0)T.

When the transistor T is switched on, a collector current starts tor
flow according to

1
IC (t) = I L (t) = L

p

Because VeE ~ 0 during the on-state V
L

equals the input voltage Vi and

so

IC (t) = I
L

(t) = I:
p

V. • t
l.

( 2)

During this time the voltage across the secondary is negative so that

the diode 0 is reverse biased.

At t = oT

• V. • oT = IC
l. max

(3)

After a time oT the transistor is switched off and the collector

current is zero.
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The collector voltage will be bounded by the secondary load when the

secondary voltage exceeds Vo + VOiode and thus the diode will conduct.

In the same way as during the on-state, the current will now mono

tonically fall to zero:

V.
1

IS(t)
1.

oT V (t oT) t > oT (4)n . . . -
L LS 0

P

Using L n 2 L and V 1 leads to the result that IS(t) will be= - Vp S on' i
zero for t = 20T from which i t follows that, if we do not want to

store infinite energy in the transformer: 0 < !.

Furthermore during the off-state of the transistor the voltage across

the primary equals V
L

= n(V + V ) 50 that followso D
p

VCE = 2 . V. ( 5)
1.

during the off-state.

Due to leakage inductance and forward recovery of the diode overshoot

can occur.

The total amount of energy delivered to the load is:

PL = I L . V
o

PL should equal the amount of energy Pi delivered by the input voltage

(assuming no losses:) 50

1 oT Vi
\lp dt = T . Vi oJ L' t dt

P

V. 2

1.

L
p

(6)

(3) and (6) give, eliminating L
p

2P.
1

I =
Cmax ~o

1.

(7)

As an example consider a flyback converter that should be able to

deliver a maximum of 400 Watts to aload. This maximum will be reached

at 0 = 0.5. Assuming an input voltage of 311V (220V rectified) and

T = 50~s (switching frequency of 20kHz) then follows using (6):

L < 1.'5mHp
Using L 1.5mH gives in (3) :

p
I ~ 5.2A.

Cmax
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2.1.2 I~§_i9~~ê~~_ê~~_!~~_e~~~:e~!!_~~~~~~!~~

The forward converter has the configuration of fig. 2.3.

Vi 9--......_~

1..,

I,
I,
•

2>,

o "... ...a-....

Fig. 2.3 The forward converter

During the on-state (or forward state) of the transistor energy is

stored in choke Land energy is stored in the transformer toD. Ouringo
the off-state of the transistor the energy stored in L will be

o
delivered to the load, because 02 starts to conduct and the current

through L keeps flowing. The energy that is stored in the transformer
o

will be fed back to the input via diode 03' Using a n : n : 1

transf~rmer leads to a VeE = 2 V. and 6 < ~. The great advantagesmax 1

of a forward converter are the extra smoothing of the output ripple by

Land a constant energy delivery to the output, where a flyback
o

circuit only delivers energy part of the time.

A diagram of the push-pull converter is given in fig. 2.4.

'Ij Óoo--+--------l

o (I_----L--"
T.-z,

Fig. 2.4 The push-pull converter
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The two transistors T1 and T
2

operate in push-pull and the diodes 01
and O2 rectify the secondary voltage. It is in fact a balanced forward

converter.

Again the maximum collector-emitter voltage is twice the input voltage

and ê should not exceed 0.5. A very detailed description of the

forward converter is given by C. van Velthooven and W. Hetterscheid

(2). Interested readers can further be referred to Mullard Technical

Note 32 (3) and to H. Melai (4).

2.1.3 §~~~~~~~g_gf_~bê_b~gb_~g!!~gê_~~~~§~§!~~

In the described cases above the switching transistor drives an

inductive load giving rise to the possibility of an extra peak

voltage. Furthermore the energy stored in the leakage inductance of

the transformer should be removed. Therefore in genera I an extra ORC

filter is placed in parallel to the transistor (see fig. 2.5).

Vi ------..----

R,

o _-...1...-----1..---

Fig. 2.5 Slow rise filter

Ouring switching off this "slow rise filter" prevents the collector

emitter voltage to exceed 2 V.. While switching on, when the voltage
1

across the capacitor Co equals Vi' the resistor limits the current

that discharges the c'ondensator C and flows through the transistor.
p

Ouring the on-state a positive base current is delivered from a base

drive circuit. Much tolerances in this circuit cause a typical base

current which is 'about 40% higher then is necessary for the transistor .

.. /9
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8y the hFE spread in the transistors the base drive ctrcuit is

designed for a minimum h
FE

transistor. Thus in a typical case the

transistor is strongly overdriven. which causes a high charge storage

in the collector.

Switching off the transistor needs special consideration. There are

several times defined. See fig. 2.6.

Jc.

1~

Vu =~::t~::::::::::=:::L-~'::""_~-

Fig. 2.6 Switching times during turn-off

To switch off the transistor it is not sufficient to make I
b

or V
be

zero. The stored charge in the collector then disappears mainly by

recombination. yielding very high switching times. One must actively

discharge the collector by switching off the transistor with a

negative base current (see fig. 2.6). Af ter a certain time t (the
s

storage time) the transistor gradually stops conducting and the

collector emitter voltage increases.

During this fall time an amount of energy is dissipated which mainly

depends upon the fall time t f , Several techniques have been developed

to shorten this fall time. As has been pointed out by Hetterscheid (2)

a coil in the base circuit gives a longer storage time and a shorter

fall time and thu9 a lower amount of switching dissipation.
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When switching off a transistor with a negative base current created

by a negative voltage and aresistor the removal of the charge in the

collector can be so fast that at the base collector boundary no charge

is left but deeper in the collector there is a considerable remainder

of charge, that can give long »tails» in the fall curve.

Fig. 2.7 A tail in the fall curve

As shown in fig. 2.7 the fall time can now be divided in two parts:

t f1 , where is still a negative base current, and t f2 , where only re

combination in the collector takes place (see chapter 4.2 for

practical darlington behaviour and its simulationJ. It needs no

further argumentation to see that in this case the switching

dissipation is very high and can damage or destroy the transistor.

Exact calculations on the turn-off behaviour of high voltage

transistors are not found in literature and from a theoretical point

of view an optimum base circuit cannot be determined.

A good theory about the switching of high voltage devices and the

influence of technological data on the switching times is very import

ant and should be one of the main goals in the near future.

2.1.4 gê~~~~~_~~_~~ê_~~g~_~~!~~g~_~~~~~~~~~~~

Considering mains-fed switched mode power supplies to be used in

Europe there is of course a demand on the minimum breakdown voltage .

.. /11
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Where English mains voltage can be 240V + 10% and involving some extra

reserve (100V) a breakdown voltage follows

V
CBO

> 240 x 2/2 x 1.1 + 100 = 850 Volt.

When the minimum mains-voltage occurs the converter must still be able

to deliver full power.

Using (7) at V.
l

I
Cmax

V. . and 0lmln
4Pi
V..lmln

!
2 at fu 11 power P

( 8)

0.5 at full power

V. . depends upon the minimum mains voltage and the voltage drop in
lmln

the complete rectifier circuit, while furthermore losses in the

circuit give an even higher IC .
P max

Assuming n = P~ = 80%, V.. = 220 Volt and 0l lmln
yields:

I ~ 2.25 Po
Cmax

Thus at Po = 100W, IC should be > 2.25A.max
Total losses should be kept to a minimum.

The dissipation of the transistor consists of switching dissipation

(therefore switching times should be minimized) and statie dissipation

during the on-state (VCEsat should be low). Another dissipation factor

is the control and base drive circuit, that mainly depends upon the

desired base current, so the transistor should have a high current

gain factor hFE .

2.2 Horizontal deflection

The horizontal deflection circuit in a television receiver has more

functions than delivering a sawtooth current (period time = 64~S). It should

generate an extremely high tension and the other supply voltages for the

picture tube. Furthermore a few low voltages and convergence correction

pulses should be delivered while extra supply voltages (e.g. for the

vertical deflection) are present (6).

The usual way to achiev~ all this, is to drive a so called line transformer,

which has a number of additional turns.

. . /12
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This line transformer is present in the collector circuit of a high voltage

transistor which has a base drive circuit. delivering the line frequency of

15625 Hz. The basic circuit of the horizontal deflection is given in fig.

2.8.

I
I,
I

~
T", ID

I Cf
I
I

iGt.
IIC:I ~Yll

: wi ....ilo')

T

+'Is

:te.

f

Fig. 2.8 Oeflection circuit

The base drive is such that the corresponding collector current is

linearly increasing during deflection. Af ter a fast fall of this current

very high collector emitter voltages occur. In fig. 2.8 LO and Cf form a

parallel resonant network to produce a negative scan current during the

negative cycle of the resonant frequency.

The diode 0 in the circuit is cal led an "efficiency diode" and in a number

of designs included to improve linearity of the circuit and to limit the

dissipation of the high voltage transistor.

For a detailed description readers are referred to (6) and (7) because a

detailed description of horizontal deflection circuits goes beyond the scope

of this report and so only those things are discussed that are of importance

for the high voltage transistors.

In a picture tube flash-over can occur. where collector current and voltage

may be very high. howevêr. their maxima do not occur simultaneously. Flash

over leads to extra demands on peak voltage (approx. 1500V) on current

ratings of the transistors.

. ./13
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Dissipation in the deflection circuit is partly caused by the switching

times (so switching times should be short) and partly be the on-dissipation

(leading to a VCEsat demand).

For a typical example see the data of SU 208 (8).

2.3 Dther applications

A few other applications are mentioned here by short.

First there is car ignition to deliver the high voltage for the ignition

system in a car. As in the foregoing cases again an inductive lead has to be

switched, but in some circuits very high peak currents can occur (up to

about 30A:). These devices may be slow.

Second there are applications where an electric motor should be controlled

e.g. the motor in a shaver. The transistor should have a low base current,

therefore darlingtons may be used.

Further there is the possibility of making simple controllable power

supplies to drive a lamp for instance.

It can, however, be concluded that - apart from the ignition transistor 

all high voltage devices that are intended for switching, should be fast

types and have a low VCEsat to minimize losses, and a high hFE is of great

advantage for the drive circuit.

. ./14
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3. High voltage semiconductor Dhysics

High voltage, high power transistors have different physical dimensions in com

parison with low voltage, low power transistors. A discussion on special

electric properties that result, are the subject of this chapter.

The crystal of a high voltage, high power device is soldered on a mounting base,

that can easily be cooled. This mounting base serves also as a collector contact

and so the back side of the crystal forms the collector of the device. On the

upper side of the crystal the emitter and base are contacted by connecting wires

to the bonding pads.

Under the diffused emitter the current density varies~ at the edges of the

emitter the current density is higher because the middle part has a lower local

base emitter voltage due to a voltage drop over the base resistance (9).

This effect, that is called current crowding, makes especially the edges of the

emitter active, so a high emitter side-length should be achieved. This is done

by giving the emitter a finger structure, that can easily be recognized in

practical transistors (see fig. 3.1). The refinement of such a structure is,

however, limited by another effect: the voltage drop in the metallisation, that

can lead to a current density variation lengthwise.

:.,

Fig. 3.1

/

/

/
/

Crystal from a high voltage, high power
transistor

•• /15
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There is an optimum depending upon base resistance and metallisation resistance.

Finding this optimum is of course very important and should be an important

point of investigation.

The high resistive region under the base gives the device a high breakdown

voltage and special attention should be paid to the edges of the crystal to

prevent breakdown by too high an electric field there.

3.1 Voltage considerations
+

Considering a p n diode the electric field can be calculated using Poisson's

law

~ = E-
dx €

and the potential follows from

d~V _ -p
W-€

In the space-charge region, that is considered to be fully depleted, the
+

space charge equals the dope in the material. If a collector in a n -p-v-n

transistor has an uniformily doped collector region, (3.01) gives

and

dE
dx

q.NO
= constant

E:
(3.03)

E =
qNo--.x+C

€
(3.04)

C follows fr om boundary conditions: E = 0 outside the depletion layer.

There is, however, a maximum electric field, the critical field, E 't'crl
above which generation of hole electron pairs can cause breakdown by

avalanche multiplication. Thus the electric field is limited by the critical

field and using (3.04) it can be concluded that the distance xo by which the

n layer can be depleted is limited by

xmax
€

--N- . Ecrl' t
q. 0

(3.05)

The total voltage that .can be developed is therefore bounded by (using ·3.02)

Vmax
€ (3.06)

•• /16
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As a rule of thumb, E = 22V/~m, thus
max

Vmax

3

(NO in cm ) (3.07)

Considering an intrinsic piece of material, because no space charge is

present, E = constant. The maximum voltage then depends upon thickness Wc
and the critical field E 't:crl

V
max E 't' W = 22.W (W in ~m)crl c c c

(3.0B)

More extended calculations (10) lead to fig. 3.2.

-- Eqs. 151 and 161

...-----2500

--- p -Î-n Solulion
[2J '.

'00

....

.,----500

_.__--- 600
.,----700

_--- BOO.----900
.----1000

.----1200
_.__---1400
...-----1600

---=:===.2.118
%xJ

1015,r------,--,---.--r.,.......,.--.r...,...---,---------,--r-----,---,---r-.-~

_--- JOOv = BV~1lO
,_---<100

Fig. 3.2 Curves of constant BVCBO for a step junction.
The solid lines correspond to a critical field
derived from the bulk breakdown case, while
the broken lines are obtained from the zero
doping or p-i-n diode case.

The bounds (3.07) and (3.0B) can easily be recognized and show a gradual

transition. The derived formulas hold for the high resistive area, where

surface effects are disregarded.

• . /17
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In the p area the electric field should become zero again and so part of the

total applied voltage can be developed across the p layer. The derived

equations hold for this p layer, apart from signs.

If this p area is relatively thin or has a low dope then the maximum field

at the junction, and therefore the maximum applied voltage, is limited. In

transistors where the p area is the base, the punch through condition, when

the b-c depletion layer in the base reaches the e-b depletion layer, can

thus upperbound the maximum voltage of the transistor.

From well-known diode considerations (11)

depletion distance in n material.where x
n

Where (3.09) holds only for uniformly doped junctions, in general

x x
OB = of P NA(x) dx = oJ n NO(x) dx

(3.09)

(3.09a)

holds for non-uniformly doped diodes.

The total base charge thus has a minimum value, depending upon the value of

the maximum voltage.

A stronger demand on the total base charge follows from a slightly modified

(3.05)

E:
q . Ecrit (3.05a)

Substituting the values for E:, q and E 't yieldscrl
1 2OB ? 1,5 . 10

th is equation is independent of the maximum voltage.

(3.10)

3.2 High voltage effects at the edge of the crystal

Surface effects are of great importance in high voltage devices because at

the surface the equipotential lines are bended. If these lines are bended

towards each other the electric field becomes higher and the maximum

electric field occurs at the surface, thus lowering the maximum electric

field within the crystal.

In a normal device having vertical sides, the depletion layer curves away

from the junction (see fig. 3.3) and the field at the surface is higher than

in the middle of the devices.

• ./18
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1'1

/ \
/>-- -< \

~ -t of -l> ~ .. 4-
ot.. -l> ot of -i +

- - - - - - - - - -- - -
\ / ~Ij
~ ~ ,I

p

Fig. 3.3 Field concentration at the edges

To cause the maximum electric field to occur within the device instead of at

the edges of the crystal special precautions will have to be taken.

The classical way to treat this problem is to bevel a p-n junction (~) that

is to etch the sides of a crystal in such a way that an angle results (see

fig. 3.4).

The equipotential lines bend towards the surface (dashed in fig. 3.4) but

the high doped region bends much less so a lowering of the field at the

surface results. if the high doped region has the broadest area.

Such a construction is usually called an open p-n junction .

. p~.',

Fig. 3.4 Open p-n junction

•• /19
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If we want to use this structure in high voltage transistors, the emitter

should be diffused in the p side of the slice; the etching process, that

gives a correct edge and separates the transistor at the slice, should be

started from the other side of the crystal. Despite this disadvantage the

open p-n junction is of ten used in high voltage devices.

Another well-known method is the use of a glass-mesa.

In this case a trough is etched fr om the "diffusion side" of the slice and

the surface is covered with glass containing a negative charge. The field is

thus stretched over the surface, never reaching the critical value.

There are two ways such a glass passivation is usually applied, the first is

the "full mesa", the second is called the "half mesa".

A normal glass passivated device is sketched in fig. 3.5.

hof"' ....." .. ",I.",..~ ....

~I.,.••

p

'. ~+ :.':

.....\1----------------
""""-------------------
h-...-"'-------------------

,,,I>" ---------------.......;;.;.~.......--

c

Fig. 3.5 Full mesa structure

+
The equipotential lines in the V region should all end before the n

diffusion and should never be allowed to reach the right side of the crystal,

because this side usually is sawn or broken and will guarantee breakdown if

any field exists here.
+The n diffusion is necessary because the charged glass can lead to an in-

version layer in the V material and a channel can occur.
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It should be noted that the p diffusion (the base) is not present at right

of the mesa channel, so a base diffusion mask is necessary.

In contrast a »half mesa» structure (see fig. 3.6) needs no separate base

diffusion mask and the p layer can be diffused all over the slice.

...0\;'------------------

..~,..~~.. & c,.I.a;,..ed.
91...~~

p , .......t,,~

_tc.lil

'I_V======~==~ ::.s.~;;~;:::;=~tz:II:"tm!ZZZllf

E

7.<JoV---:::-----------~
",-

3-v --.::...----------------

Fig. 3.6 Half mesa structure

The equipotential lines again should not be allowed to reach the right side

where the slice has been broken. Now - in contrast with the full mesa - much

less space is available for the equipotential lines to end and it may be a

problem to reach the same breakdown voltage as that, determined by the

material within the crystal. The positive oxide at the right serves as

channel stopper.

Apart from glass-mesa structures and the »open p-n junction», the equipotent

ial lines can end at the uppen side of the device. »Planar junctions» (see

fig. 3.7) require special arrangements to correctly distribute the electric

field along the surface.
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Planar junction with field rings

It is shown (13) that the curvature of a diffused junction causes an electric

field at the edge of the junction that is higher then within the crystal.

Therefore the maximum electric field in the high resistive area is lowered

and a lower breakdown voltage results.

To prevent breakdown at the surface the electric field has to be reduced. In
+

practical devices a set of successive p rings is used (14) as is sketched

in fig. 3.7. The rings act like "voltage dividers" and catch the equipotent

ial lines in acontrolled way. By proper design the above mentioned influence

of the curvature of the diffused junction earl be minimized. The effect of

the placement of a ring has been studied by Adler et al.(15).

3.3 The construction of a high voltage transistor

In the present processes in Nijmegen the starting material is lightly doped

n material (NO ~ 10- 1Q cm- 3
). First a n+ diffusion in the back of the wafer

is necessary to assure good contact between the n layer and the mounting

base, to avoid a rectifying metal-semiconductor contact. This "back

diffusion" is very heavy and relative thick, which has the advantage of

obtaining a thick wafer, that does not break easily during the rest of the

process (more than 125 actions should be done with the wafer:) .
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Another reason for the thickness of the wafer is the hardsoldering process

that takes away about 15~ material:

Hereafter the base is diffused where boron-aluminium is used or boron alone.

In both cases there is first a diffusion followed by a drive-in time. to get

the base deeper in the slice. A boron diffusion gives a neat. round base

profile. while a boron-aluminium diffusion yields a bend in the profile (see

fig. 3.9). The influence of both kind of base diffusions on the transistor

parameters is still a point of investigation.
+After the base diffusion. an emitter n area is diffused for which normally

phosphor is used. The ways that both base and emitter are diffused are well

established and are of no further interest for this report.

The base width is very high in comparison to low voltage low power

transistors. because punch through should not occur and furthermore a

lowering of lateral base resistance results that lssses the effect of

current crowding.

After base- and emitter diffusion two masks are necessary for the etching of

the mesa trough. Should only one etching step be used "under-etching" takes

place and airbubbles in the glass can give rise to field concentration.

As an example fig. 3.8 gives a cross-section of a newly developed BUS 11

transistor.

p

0'.
I e 0><.

I

Fig. 3.8 Cross-section through a BUS HV transistor
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vOPING PROFILE

._\

Fig. 3.9.b Baron-aluminium base
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Fig. 3.9.c Boron-aluminium profile
under the base contact
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In fig. 3.9 doping profiles are given.

Fig. 3.9.a depicts a boron drive-in base profile, fig. 3.9.b a boron

aluminium diffusion. Clearly the bend in the base concentration is seen and

fig. 3.9.c the diffusion under the base contact shows that the boron

aluminium diffusion is in fact the sum of two gaussian profiles, one boron

(B) and one aluminium (Al).

3.4 Electric properties of high voltage transistor

In comparison with low voltage, low power devices the physical dimensions

cause different electric properties. First the collector width is in the

order of 40-60~ in 1000V transistor, where for low voltage epitaxial

transistors W is only a few ~. The electric properties following from this
c

thick collector are discussed in this chapter.

Due to the high currents that have to flow, the crystal dimensions are much

greater than in low power transistors. For a 20A transistor crystal

dimensions are 6 x 6mm, while a low power device has an active area of

about 50 x 50~m.

Due to the thick collector region and the high resistivity there is a high

collector series resistance. Therefore it could be concluded that such a

device will be a bad switch. As we will show, however, this collector series

resistance can be lowered at the cost of an extra base current, and

consequently a lower h
FE

results.

The h
FE

curve of a transistor can roughly be divided into three areas. At

nmedium currents n the h
FE

is constant, at nl ow currents n the h
FE

decreases

with decreasing collector current due to recombination in the e-b space

charge layer and at nhigh currents n hFE decreases with increasing current,

which in high voltage transistors is primarily due to the nKirk effect n .

First we will consider nl ow current n and nmedium current n behaviour.

3.4.1 ~9~_~~~_~~~!~~_~~~~~~~_~g~~!!~~~

First a survey of the currents is given in fig. 3.10.
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8 E

c.

Fig. 3.10
+

Currents in a n -p-v-n transistor

JA is an electron current: electrons diffuse fr om the emitter into the

base and mostly reach the collector region.

J B1 is a hole current: holes diffuse into the emitter.

A part of J B1 recombines in the emitter-base space charge region,

while surface recombination increases this factor.

J
B2

is a hole current that consists of holes that recombine with a

part of the electrons of JA in the neutral base region.

J C is an electron current

(3.11)

The derivation of the equations is set up as in Grove (~).

+
JA : Due to high electron concentration in the n emitter electrons

diffuse into the base. For this diffusion current can be

calculated, if the base is uniform (16), under low injection

conditions:

q o
n

n. 2
l (3.12)

where D
n

WB

electron diffusity

base thickness.
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For a non-uniformity doped base NA depends upon x as weIl as On

(because 0 depends upon the concentration). In that case we can
n

write:

o (x)
2 fWB n.JA = q . n

l
, • exp (qVBE/kT) • • dxo NO(X)

If we define the inverse of the integral as G
B

:

f
WB N8(x)

o 0 (x) . dx
n'

then:
2q.n,

1

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

G
B

is called the "base GummeI number" that can easily be measured

(17) .

Of ten an effective diffusity 0 ~: is considered and
n

1
o ~:

n
(3.14.a)

J B1 : Holes in the base diffuse into the emitter. In fact two currents

should be considered. The first is the diffusion current from the

base into the emitter (JBEOl and the second is a recombination

current (J
BER

) in the e-b space charge region. So:

(3.16)

It can be shown in the uniformly doped case:

n 2
i

. exp (qVBE/kTl
NO·LE

(3.17)

where LE is an effective emitter width.

As in (3.14) we can define an "emitter GummeI number":

NO(x)
f LE d

o 0 (x) , x
p

and so

(3.18)

(3.19)
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Analog to (3.14.a) we can write

1
GE = 0 ::

p

In contrast with the base GummeI number G
B

, the emitter GummeI

number GE cannot be measured directly, while a straight forward

calculation of GE is not possible due to high doping effects

(18) •

The recombination current in the e-b space charge layer equals

n.
~

~ • WEB • exp (qVBE /2kT)
o

(3.20)

where T is an effective lifetime in the space charge region and
o

WEB is its width.

This recombination current is increased by an extra term J BES '

which represents the recombination, that takes place where the

space charge region reaches the surface. This sur~ace recombinat

ion is characterized by a 50 called surface recombination

velocity 5 and depends upon the depletion surface As.
o

For this term we can approximately write:

~ • q • n. • 5
~ 0

A
5

• exp (qVBE/kTJAEB
(3.21)

where AEB = total emitter-base junction area.

We can write for the total recombination current

A
5
~) . exp (qVBE/2kT)

EB
(3.22)

The term between brackets is the recombination factor R:

WEB A
R

5
= + 5

T 0 AEB0

and 50:

(3.23)

(3.24)
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It should be pointed out that J BER contains a term

exp (qVBE/2kT). while the other terms contain a term

exp (qVBE/kT). The different factor! in the exponent causes the

recombination current - at very low currents only: - to overrule

all others. At high currents. however.JBER can be neglected and

has only any influence. if the surface is bad and the recombinat

ion velocity is too high. The recombination thus is - for good

devices - only of importance at very low currents.

Summarizing for low current:
2q.n

i
J B1 = GE . exp (qVBE/kTJ + !.q.ni·R.exp (qVBEl2kTJ

and for "medium currents" in good devices:
2q.n.

1. (3.19)

JB2 : This current depends upon the number of electrons. that recombine

in the neutral emitter and is therefore proportional to the

electron current JA' Furthermore. it

length (L ) of electrons in the base
n

base WBo

It can be shown:

cosh (WB/Ln) - 1

J B2 = JA' cosh (WB/L
n

)

depends upon the diffusion

and upon the width of the

(3.26)

Using power series and WB « Ln yields:
W 2

B
J B2 = JA' '2"["7

n
(3.27)

With L
n

v'D'""T f 0 11ows :
n n

W 2
B

= JA • 2D T
n n

(3.28)

If we use pr.actical va lues for high voltage transistors WB 25~.

o 25 and T = 12.5~S. then:
n

J = 10- 6
• JAB2
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Therefore, recombination in the neutral base can be neglected and

J
B2

is assumed to be zero:

J
B2

= 0 (3.29)

3.4.2 ~FE-~~-!~~-~~~-~~~!~~-~~~~~~~§

The current gain factor hFE for a transistor equals

I J
c c

hFE = I
b

J
b

From fig. 3.10

(3.30)

J
c

(3.11)

and

J
B

= J
B1

+ J
B2

Using (3.16) gives:

JA
h =

FE J
B1

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

For a good surface at medium currents for J
B1

equation (3.19) may be

used. Using (3.14) for JA yields:

2q.n
i

GB

Thus:

(3.35)

It should be noted that this formula holds only if the e-b recombinat

ion current can be neglected and if high current effects do not occur:

This formula gives us an indirect method to determine the emitter

GummeI number. T~erefore hFE is measured at such a current that e-b

space charge recombination can be neglected and high current effects,

that lower hFE , are not present.
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This hFE is the maximum value of hFE and is noted at hFEO ' If we

further determine G
B

according to (17). then GE follows from

GE = hFED . GB (3.36)

At currents so low that J BER cannot be neglected hFE follows from

JA
h = (3.37)FE J BED + J

BER

At very low currents J BED « J BER as has been pointed out. so:

JA
h =-

FE J BER

In a hFE curve log hFE is plotted against log J c (see fig. 3.11).

-- ""J Co llGg) llc..
Fig. 3.11 hFE curve

The slope S at very low current is shown to be ~ (see appendix 1). At

medium currents this slope equals zero. while a transition region

contains slopes from ~ to O.

Dften a"K factor" is u~ed to indicate the reverse of this slope:
1

K1

hFE (10 J1 )

hFE (J 1 )

Using (A.11) yields:

K1

(10 J 1) s
10s

(J ) s
1

(3.39)

(3.40)
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(3.41)

As S varies from 0.5 to 0 with increasing collector current, K1 varies

from 110 (~ 3.2) to 1. This discussion makes it clear that the K1
factor is strongly determined by the chosen measuring currents.

On the other hand, if the collector current is low enough (so that

S = 0.5 or K1 = 3.2) the recombination factor R can be determined.

Substituting (3.15) and (3.24) in (3.38) yields

2.n.
l

hFE = GB.R . exp (qVBE/2kT)

Easily follows

So at very low currents, where S = ~, the recombination factor R can

be determined by measuring hFE , GB and VBE .

If an internal resistor is present in the transistor, which is of ten

the case in darlingtons (see chapter 4), then an extra base current

flows and the equations derived up here, are no longer valid.

3.4.3 ~~gb_~~~~~~!_~ii~~!~

As mentioned before the high resistive collector region can cause the

internal base-collector junction to become forward biased.

If the collector layer has a resistivity of p , then (under the total
c

emitter area A ) the collector region has a resistance of:
e

R = Pc . W IAc c e
(3.43)

An internal forward biased b-c junction arises if:

I > V
b

IRc c c
(3.44)

Forward biasing the internal b-c, w~ile the applied V
cb

is still

positive, is called "quasi saturation".

= 10 14 (so P = 50~cm), W = 50~m and
c c

750V, BA transistor then R ~ 7.1~.
c

forward biased b-c diodetransistor gets at V = 5V an internal
cb

if I > 0.7A, at V b = 1V if I > 140mA:c c c

Considering a transistor with N
c

A = 3.5mm 2 , which is typical for aE
This
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For high voltage transistors, however, these critical values are not

quite sharp dUe to some other effects. First the total collector

current will spread out in the collector area because of the collector

thickness, thus decreasing the value of R . Further the density of the
c

collector current varies under the emitter area, places with a higher

current density cause a higher local voltage drop and therefore in

crease (1ocal) the onset of quasi saturation (see fig. 3.12) (19).

a

p

Fig. 3.12

ç. :
e

J

vc'1lo: I

Vc,'8l: :l.

Co

Collector current spreading and crowding

About the behaviour of transistors under high current conditions much

work has been done (20), (~). A straight forward derivation of

equations that can be solved analytically is not possible: the basic

equations should be solved numerically. By J.W. Slotboon a program has

been developed, to calculate the behaviour of a transistor (22). This

program is of great help to determine properties of transistors and to

compute inward data.

The program is called TRAP 1 (1-dimensional transistor analysis

program) and as input data biasing voltages, the diffusion profile and

a few other parameters (temperature, lifetime and choise of output)

should be given.
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The whole inner behaviour, such as electric field, current densities

and concentrations of holes and electrons, can be calculated. TRAP 1

gives the possibility to study the influence of a single parameter, by

leaving the other parameters unchanged, which is a situation that, due

to the complexing of fabricating high voltage transistors, normally

hardly can be achieved:

We will describe high current effects in a qualitative manner, leaving

the computation to TRAP 1. At high currents three situations can be

distinguished, depending upon the current density and the applied

collector-base voltage:

al the "normal" situation can occur, that is there is a space

charge layer in the collector; this situation is called

"dep let ion " (~l

bl at higher V b scattering can limit the drift velocity in thec .

depletion layer (~l

cl at lower V
cb

the internal b-c junction can become forward

biased ("injection"l.

Because we use high voltage transistors primarily as a switch

situation al is reached during the off-state. During the on-state

situation cl occurs, while during switch-on and switch-off situation

bl is applicable.

Because the switching process is too complex to discuss in this report

and at the off-state no collector current flows, only cl has to be

considered.

When the collector-base junction becomes forward biased a hole current

is injected from the base into the collector and the collector injects

electrons in the base, the latter, however, we shall neglect.

The hole current quickly causes high injection in the collector, thus

giving rise to an injection region. This injection region has a low

resistivity compared to the high resistivity region across with the

collector-base voltage is developed.

Using the TRAP 1 program figure 3.13 is constructed.
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The hole concentration in the base and in the collector regions are

shown in several circumstances. The dashed line gives the doping

profile of the transistor, that has a thickness of 17o~ and a back

diffusion of about 90~.

The lines with dots are calculated at VCE = 5V. At Vbe < 0.72 Volt

there is no hole injection at the collector. When V
be

= 0.74 the high

injection in the collector is clearly seen, as weIl as the remaining

high resistivity region. When Vbe increases both the concentration and

the penetration in the collector increase. This has a few consequences

for the base current. The base current increases due to the extra hole

injection in the collector and furthermore it increases because the

emitter efficiency decreases: the penetration in the collector can be

regarded as a widening of the base that increases the base GummeI

number. The result is that from the moment that high injection in the

collector is present an extra base current must be delivered and 50

the hFE curve begins to fall off.

In fig. 3.13 the undotted lines have been computed at VCE = 0.7 Volt.

It is clearly seen that high injection takes place at under lower

collector currents and that the hole penetration in the collector is

deeper. In this case the h
FE

curve falls off much earlier.
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Fig. 3.13

In fig. 3.14 for VCE = 0.7 Volt and for VCE = 0.3 Volt the hole

concentration is given at high values of V
be

(0.8 to 0.9 Volt). It can

be seen clearly that the whole collector region is under strong

injection and for VCE = 0.3 a considerable hole storage in the deep

collector is present.
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This deep hole storage can give rise to switching problems and to

tails in the switch-off characteristic.

It is further observed that high injection in the base is present: the

not shown n(x) ~ p(x) in the base, when V
be

> 0.8 Volt.

In thise cases very high current densities occur and then the hFE
curve falls steep.

2.4.4 I~~_~~i!~~~~~_~i_~cE-~~-~~~-~FE-~~~~~

The influence of the collector-emitter voltage on the hFE curve is of

importance for darlingtons (see chapter 5).
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A good approximation of a h
FE

curve. that neglects low current hFE
fall off. is given analog to the description of a one pole network

(23) according to:

(3.45)

For high currents this formuIa has a slope of -1 (on log-log paper).

where the hFE curve falls somewhat steeper. in general 1(3.45) gives a

good description (see fig. 3.15). The knee density J
kn

can easily be

determined graphically.

t
\I" E

).

10'

ï'(P~: lf>L.t)C. '"

vee -;:. . 1• .- V
'T .",101 = ~~. c.
/1... • o.,,~ ......~ J.. dl<.... 2.'.11- Jtfcw.'I..
IkM:' \00 '" 1\
It~o. 40

..
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Fig. 3.15
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Determining the value of J kn for a number of values for VCE for a

specific sample leads to fig. 3.16.

+

+

..

Lo

,
Fig. 3.16

Fitting a curve through these points was necessary for the darlington

hFE program (see chapter 5) and the following formulas give a fair

description:

J
kn

= K,' log (VCE / V:: + 1)

with, for the points in fig. 3.14, K = 22.0 and VX 0.037.

(3.46)
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W
J

kn
= K • (VCE )

with K = 31.6 and W = 0.262.

The formu las (3.46) and (3.47) gave when the parameters K and V::

resp. K and W were changed a reasonable fit for high V (> 3 Volt) orce
for low VCE « 1V).

A description that is more accurate is the representation in (3.48):

(3.48)

This is in fact a curve smoothing two straight lines (see fig. 3.17)

with m as smoothing factor.

'j

1

-)<

I

Fig. 3.17 Smoothing two straight lines

Four parameters should be determined (the slopes m1 and m2 , the

smoothing factor mand the knee value xk), but in practice it is an

easy job. For the points in fig. 3.14 follows: m1 = 105, m2 = 4.4,

m = 1.8 and V
k

= 0.285.

A comparison of the three approximations is found in fig. 3.18.
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3.4.5 ~~~~~~!~~~g_~~g~_~~~~~~!_~if~~!~

At high currents the internal base-collector junction becomes forward

biased and an extra hole current flows from the base into the collector,

while soon high injection in the collector takes place. This hole

current causes the hFE curve to fall off at same "knee current" that

depends upon the value of VCE' If VCE is increased, this knee current

is increased toa.

Due to the hole injection in the collector, a low resistive area in

the collector arises near the b-c junction. The remainder of the

collector area keep its high resistivity where across the collector

emitter voltage is developed. A greater base current causes this high

resistive area to become thinner and 50 a transistor can have a low

on-resistance at the cast, however, of an extra base current. This

base current gives rise to a considerable hole storage in the collector

that greatly affects switching times.
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4. Darlingtons

A darlington is a composition of two transistors having a common collector. The

emitter current of the first transistor T
1

is the base current of the second

transistor T
2

• according to fig. 4.1.

Fig. 4.1 Darlington configuration

The first transistor is usually called input transistor or driver transistor and

the second is the output transistor. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the input

and the output transistor respectively.

For the darlington it can be derived

( 4 • 1 )

under medium current conditions. The hFE behaviour at high currents is discussed

in chapter 5.

In this chapter switching considerations will lead to a few extra components

needed in fig. 4.1 and possible realisations.

4.1 Switching considerations

As has been pointed out in chapter 3. a considerable hole charge is stored

in the collector of a high voltage transistor during the on-state. If we use

a darlington as a switch. then in both collectors a charge is stored ,that

during turn-off should be removed. Turning-off the darlington from fig. 4.1,

following the methods from chapter 2, leads to an undesirable situation.

Applying a negative base current removes the charge in the input transistor,

but the charge in the output transistor is removed only when the applied base

voltage is negative enough to bring the base-emitter diode of T1 in breakdown:
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Long switch-off times will in general result and extra provisions are

necessary to reach acceptable switching times.

The following provisions are possible (24):

1) placing a very low resistance in parallel to the e-b diode of T1 • This

however lowers h
FE

and only at high currents the device functions as a

darlington

2) lowering the breakdown voltage of the b-e diode of T
1

by fitted doping

profiles. A breakdown voltage of about 3V can be reached and the

negative supply voltage thus should be higher than normal, which is a

disadvantage that heightens losses in a circuit

3) placing a speed-up diode in anti-parallel to the b-e diode of T
1

.

In this report we will restrict ourselves to a discussion of the third

method.

To minimize leakage currents of the total device under high voltage

conditions two resistors are placed in parallel to the b-e diodes of both

transistors. If we wish, we can combine the making of R
2

and an efficiency

diode O
2

for deflection applications (see chapter 2). As aresult the

darlington is composed as is given in fig. 4.2.

8

Fig. 4.2 Oarlington for high speed switching applications
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This circuit has been analysed using Philpac (25), a computer program to

assist the design of electronic circuits.

The darlington was used in the circuit of fig. 4.3.

-,

Fig. 4.3 Philpac simulation circuit

E
1

and R
3

determined the collector current during the on-state. E
4

and R
4

gave a positive base current at t < D. At t = 0 the device was switched off

with E
3

and R
5

•

In th is simulation built-in standard transistors and diodes were used,

because no accurate high voltage transistor models were available. The

computed wave forms in fig. 4.4 should be considered as qualitative only.

The used program is given in appendix 2. Slightly changing this program such

that the darlington is switched off with a coil in the base circuit gives

the results from fig. 4.5. As has been pointed out in chapter 2, a base coil

results in a higher t s and a lower t f .

Important in both figures is the curve I C1 where a bubble is observed. This

bubble is a recombination current that removes the remainding charge in the

collector area of T1 during the widening of the space charge area, when VCE

increases.

If the remaining collector charge is too high due to a strongly overdriven

input transistor, then this recombination current can give rise to tails in

the switch-off curve as has been observed in practical darlington circuits .
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Fig. 4.4 Oarlington switch-off characteristics
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Fig. 4.5 Darlington switch-off using base coil
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VCE 2ooV/sd

IC 1A/sd

I B 1A/sd

VBE
5V/sd

t 0.511/sd

Fig. 4.6 Practical darlington switch-off using a base coil

In fig. 4.6, for two values of the positive base current of a darlington,

the switch-off characteristics are shown. It can be observed that, as in the

simulation, a tail arises in IC and at toD high base currents can cause

serious dissipation problems. These problems can be avoided if a desaturat

ion circuit is used (see chapter 4.2).

To conclude it should be noted that a darlington draws less base current

than a normal transistor during the on-state but, because the total collector

charge must be removed, the off-switching requires a negative base current

that is comparable to that of a normal transistor:

4.2 Desaturation

As has been pointed out in chapter 3, under heavy saturation conditions in

the whole collector region holes are stored. Due to the spreading in the

base drive circuit the base current is much higher than would be necessary

to correctly bias the transistor.

Using the TRAP 1 program we can calculate the hole density in the collector

at different collector-emitter voltages and at different base-emitter volt

ages (see chapter 3.4.3). In fig. 4.7 the hole density in a practical

transistor is given at VCB 0 Volt and at VCE = 0.3 Volt, using Vbe = 0.8,

Vbe = 0.84 and V
be

= 0.90.
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Fig. 4.7

Clearly it is seen that if VCE = 0.3 the hole storage reaches deep in the

collector and a considerable difference in stored charge exists, if we

compare this with the case V
CB

= O. This difference in stored charge causes

great difference in switching times, if VCB = 0 better switching characteris

tics result.

A well-known technique to achieve such a situation is "desaturating" the

transistor using two ~xtra diodes as sketched in fig. 4.8.
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Fig. 4.8 Oesaturation circuit

Ouring the on-state the base drive circuit delivers a positive current 1
1

,

This current normally is the base current that drives the transistor in

heavy saturation so that VCE ~ 0.3V. When using a desaturation circuit such

a situation cannot occur: Vbd = V02 + Vbe ~ 0.7 + Vbe and when VCE would be

smaller than Vbe , diode 0
1

would conduct and the excess base current then

flows through 0
1

, Thus it can be concluded that a desaturation circuit

achieves VCE ~ Vbe and thus VCB ~ O. As follows fr om the discus sion above

(when the transistor is switched-off by way of V2 ), low switching times are

the result.

In a darlington the input transistor desaturates the output transistor: 0
1

is the b-e diode, and the b-e diode forms O2 , In this case, however, the

current density may be too high and bad switching can be the result because

the not-desaturated driver transistor gives rise to tails (see fig. 4.6).

Ouring the darlington research a solution for this problem has been found,

that can also be applied to a single tra~sistor to improve switching

times. For patenting reasons the developed solution cannot be discussed here.

4.3 The construction of darlingtons

If a darlington should be constructed so that all parts from fig. 4.2 are

mounted in one encapsulation, the first possibility is to use discrete com

ponents.
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Assembling the components on the mounting base and connecting all parts by

several bonding wires. is for production reasons not very attractive and

such a darlington would not be cheap.

A monolytical darlington overcomes these mounting considerations at the cost

however of an extra diffusion step. The realisation of all parts of the

darlington are weIl possible using state-of-the-art techniques. except for

the speed-up diode °1 . There are three possible places for the speed-up

diode: as a part of the driver transistor. as a part of the output transistor

and a separate part of the crystal can be used.

When the speed-up diode is placed in the driver. a thyristor parasite arises

(see fig. 4.9).

c.

E

p

Fig. 4.9 Oarlington with a thyristor parasite

In the base a n-area is diffused simultaneously with the n-areas for the
+

emitter. In this n-area an extra p diffusion forms the anode of the diode

°1 " The cathode is connected with the base 81 of the driver and the anode

with the emitter E1 and also with the base 82 of the output transistor. The

transistors are separat~d by a mesa trough that is etched simultaneously

with the high voltage passivation mesa trough. 8y making the separation not

complete aresistor (R1 ) arises between both base areas and then it is easy

to connect E1 with 82 .
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As is seen in fig. 4.9 a four layer structure is present due to the
+

necessary p diffusion and therefore this kind of construction is usually

referred to as "darlington with a thyristor parasite". When the device is

switched-off parasitic currents can flow: diode 01 conduets when T1 is
+

ab out o~f (from t = T1 in fig. 4.4) and then holes are injected from the p
+

anode of 01 into the n cathode. The parasitic p np transistor can become

conducting and cause the n-p-V-n transistor to become conducting. In th is

case an undesirable high parasitic current can flow from the collector to

the base contact. By proper lay-out such a parasitic action can be avoided.

When the speed-up diode is placed in the output area of the darlington, a

transistor parasite arises.

E

p

~. . +
.h ..

c

Fig. 4.10 Oarlington with transistor parasite

The diode is formed simultaneously with the emitter diffusion. When

switching off a current flows through 01 and therefore in the transistor

formed under the diode contact a great parasitic current can flow. The
+

solution here is to prevent electron diffusion from the cathode by a p
+

diffusion under the n area.

In fig. 4.11 the electric equivalent of this type of darlington is given.
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E

Fig. 4.11 Electric equivalent of darlington with
transistor parasite

When the device is in the off-state, the base-emitter voltage is negative.

The resistors R1 and R2 form a voltage divider that can cause a positive

base current to flow in the parasitic transistor. Therefore R1 and R
2

should

be chosen such that the voltage across R1 keeps low enough to prevent T
p

from

coming into conduction.

A speed-up diode at a separate part of the crystal always has one of both

described parasites. Thus it can be concluded that, if a monolytic darling

ton must contain a speed-up diode a parasite does occur and always an extra

diffusion step is necessary.

4.4 Darlington versus transistor

From an applicative kind of view darlingtons draw less base current than

single transistors and can be driven from an integrated circuit more easily.

There is less power needed to drive a darlington and that is an advantage.

Switching off a darlington requires about the same negative base current but

the danger of tails is bigger.

Because the driver transistor functions as desaturation circuit for the out-

put transistor, the total current density of a darlington can be chosen

higher than in a single transistor, if the switching times are equal. If the

driver transistor is not too big a darlington can achieve the same perform

ance at a smaller crystal area:
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5. High current hFE behaviour of darlingtons

A crystal of a monolytic darlington can be divided into a driver part, an output

part and the remainder part (speed-up diode, separation trough, high voltage

passivation). How to determine the area needed for the driver and the area of

the output transistor has been the subject of some earlier studies.

Hower (10) showed that, if hFE1 = hFE2 = hFE the ratio 0/0, wh ere 0 is the

emitter area of the output transistor and 0 the emitter area of the driver,

should equal:

0/0 = h
FE

(5 .1)

He, however, disregarded high current effects and the influence of VCE on the

h
FE

curve.

Wheatley and Einthoven (~) included high current effects but the calculated

curves cannot be compared to practical devices, both at low and high currents.

In this chapter the hFE curve of darlingtons is calculated, some qualitative

conclusions are drawn and a comparison with practice is made.

5.1 The darlington h
FE

program

A program has been made to calculate and plot the hFE curve of a monolytic

darlington (see fig. 5.1). The diodes are not included because they do not

affect hFE .

As has been pointed out in chapter 3.4 the value of VCE determines - for a

given doping profile - the value of the knee current density J
kn

, at which

hFE fall-off begins. The approximation of formula (3.46) has been used to

describe the dependency between J kn and VCE.

It is important to include this effect in the calculation of the h
FE

of a

darlington because the collector-emitter voltage of the driver is lower than

the applied VCE. From fig. 5.1

(5.2)
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Fig. 5.2 Darlington as used in the program

So it can be seen that, because VBE2 ~ 0.8 Volt, at low applied collector

voltages, VCE1 can cause a lowering of the knee current density and thus a

lowering of the hFE of the darlington.

In the program the approximation of (3.45) has been used to calculate the

hFE of a transistor:

(3.45)

where

(3.46)

For a given total emitter area A of the darlington a fraction F is reserved

for the driver (0 < F < 1), so for the driver emitter area follows

o F A ( 5 .3)

The remainder of the area is for the output transistor:

o = (1 - F) • A ( 5 .4)

Now the collector knee current for the driver is calculated using (3.46) and

(5.3) :

(5.5)

An analog formula holds for the output transistor.
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For a starting value of I CZ ' with the help of a modified (3.45) (current

densities replaced by currents) I SZ ' V
SEZ

and I RZ are calculated. From fig.

5.Z it follows:

The currents of TZ and VSEZ are calculated by iteration where VCE1 follows

from (5.Z).

Here after the total input current I can be calculated and the total

collector current of the darlington I Cdar ' The hFE of the darlington can now

be calculated and plotted. For an increased value of I CZ a new state is

calculated and so the total hFE curve can be generated.

For a practical device the whole procedure was followed and fig. 5.Z was

generated. The figure, at VCE = 1.5 and at VCE = 5, clearly shows the

dependency of the applied collector emitter voltage. For VCE = 5 Volt a

better h
FE

curve is the result, which is also seen in practice. The cross lets

show when J c1 = J cZ ; for higher collector currents the current density in

the driver is higher than in the output transistor.

For low currents the h
FE

fall-off, that is due to the resistors R1 and RZ is

clearly seen. The influence of the resistors is shown in fig. 5.3. As could

be expected the resistors only affect the behaviour at low currents and at

high values of both resistors, h approximates the value determined byFEdar
(4.1): hFEdar = 8.3 x 9.3 = 77.1Z. For high currents the four curves

coincide.

In fig. 5.4 the value of h
FEO

has been varied from 6 to 14 and the maximum

in the curve increases and shifts to the right because the resistors have

less influence on the total curve. The crosslets indicating J c1 = J cZ appear

at the same value of hFEdar which is quite remarkable.

In fig. 5.5 the fraction F is varied from F = 0.11 (thus the driver takes up

11% of the total area) to F = 0.44. If the driver is tOD small (F = 0.11)

then the value of h
FE

is small for high currents and has a low maximum in

comparison with greate~ drivers due to the small value of the knee current

I
kn

. Furthermore the point, where J c1 = J cz ' is present at a very low

current.
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For F = 0.22 a better curve is obtained. The curves for F = 0.33 and 0.44

coincide for high currents, but F = 0.44 gives a lower maximum for hFE .

Making the output transistor too small gives of course a lowering of the hFE
due to a lowering of the knee current of the output transistor. It should

further be noted that if I 0.33, both the collector current densities are

equal for IC ~ 6.7A and if F = 0.44 for IC > i0A.

5.2 An extended model including current crowding

If we compare the calculated curves with measured curves, then the high

current behaviour does not fit. At high currents a steeper fall-off is

measured at low collector-emitter voltages and even a vertical curve is

seen. This behaviour is caused by current crowding in the output transistor

that increases its base-emitter voltage. Current crowding can be simulated

by a base series resistor, with a value, depending upon the base current

density (~). Models are known using a "base resistor", consisting of a

diode and a resistor in parallel (28) or consisting of a diode and aresistor

in series (29).

The models all show the lowest value of the base resistance at high currents.

For simplicity a fixed resistor Rb2 has been included in the program, because

the effect of the base resistance is most important at high currents (see

fig. 5.6).

c.

Fig. 5.6 Extended darlington model
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The model has further been extended with a base resistance R
b1

to simulate

crowding in the driver transistor and a diode 0, representing the diode

under the base bonding pad, that can become conductive due to the voltage

drop across Rb1 . It appeared, however, that the effect of R
b1

and 0 can be

ignored, compared with the effect of crowding in the base of the output

trans ist or.

The base resistance R
b2

of course depends up on the area of the output

transistor and therefore a Pb2 has been defined, such that P
b2

R
b2

if the

output area 0 would equal 1cm2 . Then Rb2 for other areas follows from

(5.7)

and a similar equation holds for R
b1

.

It should be remembered that R
b2

accounts for the total effect of current

crowding which means that both mask lay-out and metallisation resistance

are represented by a fixed R
b2

, while a current dependent Rb2 and a current

dependent Re2 should describe the three dimensional behaviour.

The complete program and a description of the used variables is given in

appendix 3.

5.3 Comparison with practice

From a practical monolytical darlington the hFE curves of the individual

transistors have been measured and by comparing the knee currents the

effective fraction F of the driver part can easily be determined. All other

needed parameters can be measured except the base series resistance R
b2

or

Pb2 that could not be determined precisely at high currents. Therefore the

program was run using several values for P
b2

and the results are shown in

fig. 5.7. It can be seen that, apart from a difference in h
FE

level, a con

formity is obtained with the measured curve for a P
b2

value of about

125~~/cm2. The different h
FE

level is caused by a so far unexplained

different driver and output h
FE

.

It is clear that, due to the base resistance, at a certain current the h
FE

curve falls steep beca~se the VCE of the input transistor, and thus its

current gain, approaches zero.
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This nsaturation current n I Csat depends upon VCE; at an increased VCE'

I Csat will increase. In the reverse if we want to use a darlington at a

specified operating current then a saturation collector-emitter voltage

VCEsat follows. In fig. 5.8 the program was run for several values of VCE

and it clearly shows the dependenee of V and ICsat'CEsat

In fig. 5.9 the relative part F of the driver was varied at VCE = 1.5V using

data from the practical device. It shows that if the driver is too little

CF = 0.11) the h
FE

curve lies under the others Cexcept at unpractical

currents). At a driver area of about 33% a good current gain is obtained. If

however, the driver part is too big CF = 0.44) then the h
FE

decreases at all

collector currents: the curve for F = 0.44 lies underneath the curve for

F = 0.33.

If we compare fig. 5.9 with fig. 5.5, where PbZ is not taken into account,

a great difference is observed at high currents especially for higher values

of the relative driver part. It should therefore be clear that minimizing

PbZ ' and thus finding an optimum mask lay-out and metallisation. is of

utmost importance for the design of darlingtons.
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5.4 Conclusions and recommendations

At a low collector-emitter voltage the h
FE

curve of a darlington falls

steeply at a fixed current. This phenomenon is caused by the decrease of

driver-VCE at high currents that lowers the knee current and thus the high

current hFE of the driver. For a given device (having a certain F and Pb2)

this saturation collector current depends upon the applied VeE and, reverse,

at a defined collector current a VCEsat results.

The effect can be reduced by minimizing Pb2 that strongly depends upon mask

lay-out and metallisation resistance. Both can cause a high Vbe at high

currents. It can thus be concluded that the measurement of Vbe at high

currents can lead to a figure of merit for the combination mask lay-out and

metallisation resistance. How to define exactly this figure of merit and how

to set-up the measurement procedure should be a point of further

investigation.

An optimum division of the crystal in a driver part and output part does not

exist. It depends too much upon Pb2 and thus upon mask lay-out and metallis

ation resistance. If an optimum Pb2 can a priori be fixed in a design, an

optimum division can be determined.
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6. Eoilogue

The work done during my final year of study was much more than the contents of

this report.

An acquaintance at large in the field of designing, evaluating and applicating

high voltage power transistors and darlingtons has taken place and to a number

of parts has been paid special attention.

Furthermore, a quasi 3 dimensional program, developed by J.W. Slotboom has been

adapted for use on power transistors. This program, however, does not account

for the metallisation resistance and, because the theoretical results do not fit

with practice, alterations are necessary to include the influence of metallisat

ion resistance. Dther activities lied in the field of statistics (how do the

several technological and electrical quantities depend upon each other?J and in

the field of teaching.

Looking back I can be very satisfied upon this final year and much persons at

Philips Nijmegen contributed heret~. I am very grateful to my coach Joop Andrea

and to Theo Enzlin for working me up the subject of high voltage darlingtons.

All ot hers in the development group gave me a nice time and Harrie Kool van

Langenberghe should be mentioned for his contributions in the field of

technology.

In the "fundamentél group" of Cees van Velthooven I wish to thank Jan Timmermans

and Hein van LieverIoD for the many fruitful discussions. At the Philips

Research LaboratDries in Eindhoven I am indebted to André Goorman for his help

with the quasi 3 dimensional simulation program.

I also wish to express my gratitude to prof. F.M. Klaassen who performed as a

coach from the Eindhoven University of Technology, department of Electrical

Engineering, group Electronic devices; his contributions on several fields were

of great importance. I wish to thank the Eindhoven University of Technology and

the N.V. Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken for giving me the opportunity to do my

final year of study at their development laboratDries at Nijmegen.

Nijmegen, May 9, 1979
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For very low currents

JA
h =-

FE J BER
(3.38)

In a usual h
FE

curve, log hFE is plotted against log Je. Here we determine the

slope S of this curve at low currents:

d log h
FE

S = d log JA

with

d log hFE
d Y

(A.01)

y = log JA

Using (3.15) yields:

q.n. 2
~y = log --

GB
+

q.Vbe
kT

1
In 10

(A.02)

(A.03)

q 1
kT . In 10

Sa

dy = ....:L 1 dV
kT In 10· be

Substituting in (A.01):

(A.04)

(A.05)

S kT. In 10
q

(A.oB)

From (3.38)

log hFE = log JA - log J BER (A.o7l

Using (3.15) and (3.24) yields

q.n i
2 qVbe q. n .. R qVbelog hFE log 1 log ~ 1 (A.08)= + - - --

GB kT In 10 2 2kT In 10

Substituting in (A.oB) and elaborating:

1
'2 (A. 09)
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s . log JA + const. CA.1D)

and so

S
hFE = const. ~ JA

so that for very low currents using CA.D9)

const .. ~

CA.11)

CA.12)
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hFE program on a HP 9825 A calculator
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0: CFG ~LDK 1~FXD 2~ENT "DATUM:"IE1"TYPE:"IT
1: "SCLDT":
2: IF FLG1=0~DSP "SCHAALGEGEVENS"~WAIT 1000~GTO 4
3: ENT "SCHAALGEGEVENS DEZELFDE?"IZ~IF Z=1~GTO 10
4: ENT "IMIN="IR81"IMAX="IR9~CR9/R8)A.01-1@U

5: ENT "YMIN="IR10,"YMAX="IR11
6: CFG S~ENT "~{RUISJES?"IZiIF Z=1~SFG 5
7: LOGCR8)@R8~LOGCR9)@R9~LOGCR10)@R10~LOGCR11)@R11

8: "PRMTRS":
9: IF FLG1=0~DSP "PARAMETERS F EN HFE0"~WAIT 1000~GTO 11
10: ENT "PARAMETERS F EN HFE0 DEZELFDE?",Z~IF Z=1~GTO 16
11: ENT "F=",XI"FSTEP="IW~IF W=0~X@Y@W~GTO 13
12: ENT "FMAX=",Y
13: ENT "HFE0=",R20,"HFESTEP='I,R22~IF R22=0~R20@R21@R22~~TO 16
14: ENT "HFEMAX="IR21
iS: "DRLNGTN":
16: IF FLG1=0~DSP "DATA DARLINGON"~WAIT 10007GTO 18
17: ENT "DATA DARLINGTON DEZELFDE?",Z~IF Z=1~GTO 22
18: ENT "A IN MM2=",AI"R1=",R1I"R2=",R2,"VCE=",V~A/100@A

19: IF T=728~.037@J~22@K~4E-10@P72.5E-4@R37@R38~.02@R30~GTO22
20: ENT "V*=",J,"~'=",I<I"J0=",P

21: ENT "F DIODE=",R30,"RHOB1=",R371"RH082="IR38
22: SCL R8,R9,R10,R11
23: "SCLPLT":
24: IF FLG1=1~ENT "NIEUWE SCHAAL PLOTTEN?",Z~IF Z=07GTO "PROGRAM"
25: ENT "PLOTTER KLAAR?", Z;IF Z=0 ~ STP
26: AXE R8,R10~AXE R9,R11~GSB "AXES"
27: GTO "PROGRAM"
28: "AXES":
29: ABSCR9-R8)/100@R24~ABSCR11-R10)/100@R25

30: INT(R8]@R187INTCR9)@R19~INTCR10)@R23~INTCR11)@R12

31: CLL 'TIC2'CR23,R12,R8,R24)~CLL ITIC2 I CR23,R12,R9,-R24)
32: CLL ITIC'CR18,R19,R10IR25)~CLL 'TIC'CR18,R19IR11I-R25)
33: RET
34: "TIC":
35: IF FRCCR9)=0~FOR I=P1 TO P2-1~GTO 37
36: FOR I=P1 TO P2
37: FOR G=1 TO 10
38: PLT I+LOGCG),P3~IPLT 0IP4,-1~NEXT G~NEXT I
39: RET
40: "TIC2":
41: IF FRCCR11)=07FOR I=P1 TO P2-1~GTO 43
42: FOR I=P1 TO P2
43: FOR G=1 TO 10
44: PLT P3II+LOGCG)~IPLT P4101-1~NEXT G~NEXT I
45: RET
46: "PROGRAM":
47: KLOGCV/J+1)@N
48: FOR F=X TO Y BY W~PEN

49: FA@D~C1-F)A@0~R37/D@R277R38/0@R28

50: FDR H=R20 TO R21 BY R22~PEN

51: TN AR8@R77H@B
52: "BETA" :
53: R7/0@R17
54: H/\C1+CR17/N)A2)@B
SS: R7/B@R6~R17/B@R16

56: .026LNCR17/P)+R16*R28@R
57: IF V-R<0~GTO 82 .. /71
58: KLOGC(V-R)/J+1)@M
59: R6+R/R2-.5/R1@R5
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60: HR5/CH+1)@R4iR4/0@R14iGTO 63
6'1: "LUS":
62: R5B/CB+1)@R4iR4/0@R14
63: .026LNCR14/P)+R27*R13@QiR6+R/R2-Q/R'I@R5
64: H/\C1+CR14/M)A2)@B
65: IF ABSCB-R4/R5/C1--R4/R5))/B).01iGTO "LUS"
66: R5/CB+1)@R3iR3+Q/R1+APR30*EXPCCQ+R-V)/.026)@I
67: R7+BR3@CiLOGCC/I)@SiLOGCC)@L
68: IF .7R8+.3R9)LiIF .65R10+.35R11>SiPENjGTO 81
69: PLT L,S
70: IF R17<R14iIF FLG2=0iSFG 2iCFG 3iIF R7>TNAR8iIF FLGSiGSB "CROSS"
71: IF R14<R17jIF FLG3=0iSFG 3iCFG 2
72: GTO 81
73: "CROSS":
74: IPLT R24/2,0
75: IPLT --R24,0
76: IPlT R24/2,0
77: IPLT 0,R25/2
78: IPLT 0,--R25
79: IPlT 0,R2S/2
80: RET
81: R7C1+U)@R7iIF L<R9iIF S)R10iGTO "BETA"
82: CFG 2iNEXT H
83: PENiDSP "WISSEL PEN EN DRUK OP CONTINUE"iSTP
84: NEXT F
85: PENiENT "NIEUWE RONDE?",Z
86: I F Z= 1 j SFG 1 j GTO "SeLDT"
87: "lBL.":
88: SCL -S,95,0,40iFXD 0jCSIZ
89: ENT 11I1"1-I00G""PLAATJE?",ZiIF Z=1iCSIZ 1.5,1,1
90: PLT 0,12,1
91: LBL "TYPE: ",T
92: Pl T 0, 11, 1
93: LBl "DATUM:",E
94: PLT 0,10,1
95: FXD 2jLBL "A =",100*A," MM2"
96:PL.T0,9,1
97: FXD 1iLBL "Ri =",R1
98: PLT 0,8,1
99: LBL "R2 =",R2
100: PLT 0,7, 1
101: L.B L "IjeE =", V
102: PLT 0,6,1
103: LBl "I-IFE0=",R20iIF R20<R21iLBL. " STEP",R22
104: PLT 0,S,1iFXD 2
105: LBL "F =",XiIF X<YiLBL " STEP",W
106: PLT O,4, 1iFXO 1
107: LBL. "SCI-IAALGEGEVENS:"
108: PLT 0,3,'; .
109: LBL "IC VAN",TNAR8," TOT",TN AR9
1-10: PLT 0,2,1
111: L.BL. "HFE VAN",10 AR10," TOT",10 AR11
112: PI- T 0, 1, 1
113: DSP "PRINT ~(OMMENTAAH" jPTYP
114: ENT "NIEUWE RONDE?", ZiIF Z= 1 i SFG 1 i GTO 3
1·15: END
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